Abstract: Epidermolysis bullosa is a group of mechano-bullous genetic disorders caused by mutations in the genes encoding structural proteins of the skin. Dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa is caused by mutations in the COL7A1 gene encoding collagen VII, the main constituent of anchoring fibrils. In this group, there are autosomal dominant and recessive inheritances. The pre-tibial form is characterized by the presence of blisters, milia, atrophic scars and lesions similar to lichen planus. The diagnosis is clinical and laboratory and subtypes are distinguished by means of immunohistochemical and ultrastructural studies, in addition to genetic differentiation. Electron microscopy and immunomapping are used in the diagnosis.
INTRODUCTION
Epidermolysis bullosa (EB) is a heterogenous group of mechano-bullous genetic disorders caused by mutations in the genes that encode structural proteins of the skin. 1 Clinically, there are four main types of EB: simple, junctional, dystrophic, and Kindler syndrome; however, the classification of EB continues to include new clinical and pathological entities, with 30 clinical subtypes recognised. 2 The diagnosis of EB is made on clinical and laboratory grounds, but it is always important to take into consideration family history and parent consanguinity. 3 EB's subtypes can only be differentiated through immunohistochemical and ultrastructural studies, in addition to genetic differentiation, which is not available in most of the large centres. 3 Both electronic microscopy and immunomapping are used, successfully, for the diagnosis of EB. Each technique will allow the diagnosis of the cleavage level in the skin:
intra-epidermal, in the lamina lucida and sub-lamina densa. 4 Dystrophic EB (DEB) is caused by mutations in the gene COL7A1, which is responsible for encoding collagen VII, main constituent of the anchoring fibrils, which participate in the adherence of the lamina densa to the dermis. 5 The main clinical feature of DEB is scarring resulting from tissue loss, because the cleavage happens below the lamina densa. In this group, there are autosomal dominant and recessive forms. 
DISCUSSION
Dystrophic EB (DEB) can be dominant or recessive. In both, the genetic abnormality is in the COL7A1 gene, that includes collagen type VII. 4 The result of this anomaly is the modification in the structure and number of anchoring fibrils, of which collagen type VII is part of, leading to the loss of adherence between epidermis and dermis. 6 Due to cutaneous fragility, the lesions are preferably lo- Clinically, dominant DEB has the following types: 1) generalized, 2) acral, 3) pretibial, 4) pruriginosa, 5) nails only and 6) bullous dermatolysis of the newborn. 4 Pretibial DEB is a rare variant, clinically differentiated from the other forms by the presence of more localized lesions, with blisters and erosions, scarring, milia, frequent pruritus and nail dystrophy. 7 In our case, the patient also had, besides 
